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Application Note
1.

Introduction

The R2A20112A is an active power factor correction controller that operates in the critical conduction mode.
And the R2A20112A has the interleaved operation function that controls two boost converters of the master and the
slave with 180 degree phase shift.
This document is described outline of PFC operation, device functions and design for SMPS.
Refer to the data sheet for the device electrical characteristics, maximum ratings and so on.
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The R2A20112A is a power factor correction boost converter controller with critical conduction mode (CRM). The
CRM is the operation mode between continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM),
and it is controlled by detecting zero current of boost inductor and changing switching frequency one by one.
R2A20112A's CRM operation is adopted "Constant ON Time" control method by which gate ON time becomes
constant according to a relation of input and output conditions.
Gate ON time is generated from error amp and saw tooth wave (RAMP waveform), and it becomes constant because
error amp voltage if the conditions of input and output don't change. As a result, inductor current is changed peak values
according to input voltage.
At this time, inductor current becomes continuous triangle wave, and its peak current turns into a proportional value to
AC voltage. Moreover, the average value of this triangle wave (Iac) becomes 1/2 of the inductor peak current. Therefore,
the input waveform according to input voltage can be obtained by smoothing of the inductor current.

di(t) =

v(t)
dt
L

The peak current of the inductor is in proportion to an input voltage
by the same ON time. Therefore, the input current which carried out
smooth of the inductor current turn becomes a waveform proportional
to the input voltage.
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Block Diagram
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UVLO and Reference Voltage Block

UVLO (Under voltage lock out) is a function for not operating IC when supply voltage is low. This function will be
canceled when the supply voltage becomes 10.5 V typ. or more. UVLO has 1.2 V typ. hysteresis voltage. Reference
voltage VREF (5 V typ.) is used for the power supply of each internal block, and internal reference voltage Vfb (2.49 V
typ.) for non inverting input to Error Amp is also generated from VREF.

3.2

Error Amp

The Error Amp keeps PFC output voltage constant. It is a trance conductance amplifier, and non inverting input
terminal is connected to internal reference voltage Vfb (2.49 V typ.). Inverting input terminal is connected to FB pin
which detects PFC output voltage. COMP pin of Error Amp output is connected to PWM comparator and controls PFC
output voltage.
When AC input is supplied and VCC is not supplied, a current flows from PFC output to VCC through the divider
resistor and internal ESD protection diode which is between FB pin and VCC pin.
Though this current changes by the divider resistor value and AC input voltage, it should not exceed 300 ADC.

3.3

Zero Current Detection

The zero current detection (ZCD) signal is necessary for CRM operation. It detects zero current in boost inductor and
turns-on MOSFET.
ZCD signal is made from the auxiliary winding of the boost inductor, the auxiliary winding is connected to ZCD pin
through a current limit resistor RZCD. ZCD pin voltage is clamped by RZCD and the internal clamp circuit. The clamp
voltage is hi-side 4.5 V/low-side –0.1 V and the maximum source and sink current are 3 mA.
Also 10 A constant current flows into outside. In case the AC input voltage is high and an amplitude of the auxiliary
winding goes low, however it is easy to exceed the ZCD high threshold voltage 1.6 V by this source current.
When the auxiliary winding open, ZCD pin is pulled up to 4.5 V by this constant current.
In case VCC of IC is not supplied, and if the secondary winding has some voltage, a current flows from ZCD pin to
VCC pin. However this current should not exceed 3 mA which is same as the maximum ratings of ZCD pin.
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Figure 4
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RAMP Generator

RAMP generator outputs saw tooth wave to PWM comparator in order to determine the ON time.
The RAMP slope decode a maximum ON time which can be outputted, and it is determined by external capacitor and
resistor.
The resistor is connected between RT pin and GND, and the capacitor is connected between RAMP pin and GND. RT
pin resistor decides the internal oscillation frequency. So that this resistor value should be fixed 33 k. In this case,
RAMP pin source current is 50 A typ.
The ramp generator starts RAMP pin charge when ZCD detects the inductor zero current and RAMP pin voltage is
under 0.2 V. The ramp generator starts to discharge RAMP pin when the ramp slope added internal level shift voltage
0.9 V reaches COMP voltage. Therefore, On time becomes maximum at COMP clamp voltage 4.3 V. In addition, the
ON time becomes zero when COMP voltage is under 0.9 V which is internal level shift voltage because RAMP slope is
always over the COMP voltage and discharged.
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control
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+
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UVL
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Figure 5

3.5

Drive Stage

GD pin outputs drive pulse for POWER MOSFET. The R2A20112A contains two totem-pole output stages for master
and slave. The source drive ability is 300 mA peak and the sink drivability is 1.2 A peak.
Please adjust a driver circuit according to the characteristics of using Power MOSFET.
Zero current switching influences the loss by Turn-off speed, and doesn't have the so much influence by Turn-on speed
in the loss. The example of driving circuit is shown in the following.

GD

*100

10
68 k

GD

*100
10

Rcs

Rcs
68 k

Driver example 1 (Recommendation)

Driver example 2 (for Qg of MOSFET is small)

VCC
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10
Rcs
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Note: Resistance with "*" recommends more than
100Ω for the purpose of IC protection.

Driver example 3 (for Qg of MOSFET is large)

Figure 6
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Protect Functions
Over Voltage Protection (OVP)

These functions are for restriction of PFC output voltage rises when output voltage exceeds setting value, and it has two
step protect functions.
(1) Dynamic over voltage protection (D-OVP)
Dynamic over voltage protection (D-OVP) discharges COMP pin voltage when FB pin voltage reaches 1.05  Vfb
(2.49 V typ). The Power MOSFET on time is limited gradually, therefore the audio noise is avoided because an
inductor current does not stop suddenly.
(2) Static over voltage protection (S-OVP)
Static over voltage protection (S-OVP) stops an output when FB pin voltage reaches 1.09  Vfb.
Power MOSFET turns off quickly and S-OVP keeps stopping an output till FB pin voltage reaches 1.05  Vfb.

3.6.2

PFC Output Voltage Drop Protection (D-UVP)

D-UVP (Dynamic Under Voltage Protection) is built in. When FB pin voltage goes down under Vfb  0.93 by load
change or input voltage change, RAMP charge current is reduced to half (25 A typ), and then ton expand to twice
quickly in order to prevent PFC output voltage drop.

3.6.3

Feedback Open Loop Detection

This function is for detection of abnormalities of dividing resistors in PFC output feedback line.
(1) The resistor opened between PFC output and FB pin:
When FB pin becomes FB < 0.5 V, COMP pin is discharged.
Therefore, a switching is stopped. The detection voltage has 0.2 V hysteresis.
(2) The resistor opened between FB pin and GND:
FB pin is pulled up by PFC output voltage. Therefore, FB pin detects S-OVP and a switching is stopped.
(3) FB pin opened:
FB pin is pulled up by self 300 nA source current.
Therefore, FB pin detects S-OVP and a switching is stopped.
Vref
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+

GD Disable
(Hi: GD stop)

–

300 nA

PFC Output
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FBLOW
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–
+
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Figure 7 Protect Functions at FB
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Over current protection (OCP)

This is a function which turns off GD pulse and protects Power MOSFET when drain current of each Master and Slave
power MOSFET becomes more than setting value.
OCP pin senses the each Power MOSFET drain current by using an external sense resistor.
When OCP-M or OCP-S pin reaches 0.3 V, an output is disabled by pulse by pulse.
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Figure 8
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Open/Short Detection of Zero Current Detection

This is the function to detect abnormalities of ZCD pin like a open or short and to prevent heating of peripheral
components such as boost inductor.
(1) Master ZCD pin can not detect master zero current by ZCD pin open or GND short:
Master operates with restart mode, and maximum on time of master is 1us in restart mode, and slave does not
operate in master restart mode, so that it is possible to avoid heat up of master and slave converters.
(2) Slave ZCD pin can not detect slave zero current by ZCD pin open or GND short:
A switching of master and slave stops to avoid heat up of master converter.
In this case IC stops a switching with latch function, and the latch is reset when VCC voltage is under UVLO
threshold voltage.
To detect abnormalities of ZCD-S pin is fulfilled following conditions.
(a) ZCD-S pin is open or GND short, and ZCD signal does not cross the threshold voltage.
(b) Master is not in restart operation.
(c) Master On time is longer than 0.7 s.
When all of above-mentioned (a), (b), and (c) are fulfilled, ZCDS abnormalities of is detected with a delay.
Time until the switching stops by the latch depends on a switching frequency of the master.
This function does not operate at a light load because (b) and (c) are not fulfilled.
However the pulse width is thin at this time, so that it is possible to avoid heat up of master and slave converters.
Notes: 1. Delay time of detection is made by the internal counter, and it is 1024 count of switching.
In case of 10 kHz switching frequency, it will be around 100 ms.
IC carries out count-up start by fulfillment the conditions (a), (b) and (c), and reset when it to be out from
these conditions.
2. ZCD open detection might not work correctly by the noise to the ZCD pin.
In that case, it is a potential to improve by adding the few pF capacity on ZCD pin through GND.

3.6.6

Soft Start

This is the function to start extending On time of Power MOSFET gradually. It controls the internal Error Amp
reference voltage Vfb and prevents PFC output voltage rapidly rising and over shoot. When SS pin voltage is within 0
V to 3.8 V.
SS pin charge current is 10 A typ constant current, and SS time is adjustable by changing capacitor value. In addition,
this IC has boost charging function. When FB pin has initial voltage with input voltage, change current is increased and
SS pin is quickly charge to the voltage. Therefore, start up time becomes shorten.
SS pin discharge the capacitor when VCC is under UVLO threshold voltage or FB pin detect to FBLOW. If Soft start
function is not needed, pleases connect with 10 pF capacitor between SS pin and GND or connect 100 k resistor
between SS pin and VREF pin.
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SS quick charge
function
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Figure 9 Soft Start Operation
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ON/OFF Timer Function for Boost Diode Short (TM Function)

A large current will flow to Power MOSFET or boost inductor at boost diode short-circuit, and temperature of them will
rise. TM function detects continuous over current at boost diode short-circuit and prevent them heat by limited
switching operation.
TM function is enabled to add a timing capacitor Ctm in TM pin. If it is not necessary, TM pin is connected to GND.
(1) Normal operation:
TM pin discharge Ctm by Isnk-tm1 = 45 A from Ctm.
(2) Continuous OCP detection (boost diode short-circuit case):
TM pin is charge Ctm by Isnc-tm = –45 A to Ctm. Temporary OCP situation, IC goes back status (1).
When TM pin voltage reaches 3.6 V in continuous OCP situation, IC goes to status (3).
(3) TM pin is charged up to 3.6 V
GD pulse is stopped, and TM pin discharge Ctm by Isnk-tm2 = 5 A typ. until its voltage reaches 1.4 V. This will
be longer off time period to prevent heat.
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Boost Diode
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50 μA
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Diode short Det.

Vref

TM

M_OCP
5 μA
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+
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–
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GD_S stop
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GD
stop

GD

GD
stop

GD
stop

GD
stop

OCP
(Comparator out)
charge 45 μA

discharge 5 μA

discharge 45 μA

3.6 V
TM

1.4 V
Incase OCP period short.
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TTM_HOLD

ON Duty: 10%
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Figure 10 TM Operation
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TM Function's Advanced Setting

Default ON duty is 10% when TM function uses only capacitor.
When 10% ON duty is not enough to keep temperature rise, ON duty can be adjusted by additional resistor (Rtm)
between TM pin and VREF pin.
When Rtm is used, its value must be over 1 M, and our recommendation value is 2 M.
If the value is under 1 M, there is possibility that GD switching is not restarted after TM pin voltage reaches 3.6 V at
once because charge current is over TM pin current (Isnk-tm2) so that TM pin cannot reach to 1.4 V again.

VREF
Cref

Rtm

TM
Ctm

Figure 11 Location of Adding Rtm Resistor

* ON: short

GD

GD stop

* OFF: Long

GD stop

OCP
(Comparator out)

3.6 V

TM
1.4 V
Dashed line: Default operation

Default operation
(Only capacitor)

Additional resistor operation
(Capacitor & Resistor)

ON duty becomes small.
* Rtm is smaller:
ON time is shorter, OFF time is longer.
→ ON duty is smaller.

Figure 12 Duty Adjustment by TM Resistor Rtm
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Design Guide

Note: "R2A20112A Design-Tool" of excel is available.

4.1

PFC Output Voltage

PFC output voltage Vo is controlled that FB pin input voltage becomes the same as the internal reference voltage Vfb
(2.49 V). PFC output voltage is obtained by Equation (1).
PFC output voltage setting should be higher than AC input voltage crest value. In addition, please input a capacitor
between FB pin and GND to prevent malfunction by noise. OVP and UVP values are set according with PFC output
voltage. Then, it is impossible to set them separately.
Vo [V] =

Vfb
× RFB1 + Vfb
RFB2

PFC Output

(1)

Vo [V]: PFC output voltage

RFB1

PFC output abnormal voltage detection:
VDOVP = Vo × 1.05 [V]
VSOVP = Vo × 1.09 [V]
VDUVP = Vo × 0.93 [V]

4.2

FB
CFB

RFB2

Output Capacitor

The required capacitor value to guarantee voluntary hold-up time* is calculated by the next Equation (2).
*Example: AC line drop, AC power off etc.
Co [F] ≥

2 × Po × thold
Vo2 – Vomin2

(2)

thold [s]: Hold-up time
Vomin [V]: Minimum output voltage
Po [W]: Maximum output power

4.3

Boost Inductor

The boost inductor value is determined by an output power and a minimum switching frequency.
A minimum switching frequency must become over 20 kHz which is audio frequency to avoid audio noise of an
inductor or an input capacitor. Generally it is around 50 kHz.
The boost inductor value is obtained by Equation (3). A conduction loss  input around 0.9.

L [H] =

VACLow2 × η
√2 × VACLow
fSWLow × Vo × Iomax × 1 +
Vo – √2 × VACLow

(3)

L [H]: Boost inductance
VACLow [V]: Effective value of minimum AC input voltage
fSWLow [Hz]: Minimum switching frequency
Iomax [A]: Maximum output current
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ZCD Auxiliary Winding

ZCD pin voltage in auxiliary winding has to be more than ZCD threshold voltage.
It will become minimum when AC input voltage is maximum and is obtained by Equation (4).
Naux =

Vzcd × Np
Vo – √2 × VACmax

(4)

The following are substituted for Vzcd in the Design tool.
Vzcd = Vzcd-lo_max + Hyszcd_max = 1.6 V + 410 mV = 2.01 V

Regarding the audio noise of the inductor and the Restart operation in case that AC input
voltage is high.
When the AC input voltage exceeds the PFC output voltage, the current that flows directly from AC input to PFC
output occurs. In this case, the IC operates with the restart operation because zero current is not detected by ZCD
auxiliary winding.
Also, when the AC input voltage is high voltage, the voltage of the both ends of the inductor becomes low voltage.
Therefore, if the turns of ZCD auxiliary wiring is not enough, the IC operates the restart operation because the input
voltage of the ZCD terminal does not exceed the threshold voltage (Vzcd).
The input voltage that the IC operates restart operation depends on the ripple voltage of the PFC output voltage or the
phase shift of the ripple voltage of the PFC output and the input voltage. Therefore, the input voltage that begins to
operate with the restart operation raise by the higher output voltage setting or enlarging the output capacitor value to
reduce ripple voltage.
Also, when the restart operation continues, the audio noise of the inductor etc. may occur by restart cycle 280 s (3.6
kHz).
♦Vin: 100 Vac, Output Power: 600 W, Vout: 390 V

♦Vin: 264 Vac, Output Power: 600 W, Vout: 390 V

VINAC
(500 V/div)
ZCD winding
(10 V/div)
ZCD Pin
(10 V/div)
IL-master
(5 A/div)
VINAC
(500 V/div)
ZCD winding
(10 V/div)
ZCD Pin
(10 V/div)
IL-master
(5 A/div)

Note: This is waveform of R2A20112.

4.5

Because the turns of the auxiliary winding is
not enough, an amplitude of the ZCD terminal
becomes small at the peak of AC input voltage.

ZCD Iinput Resistor RZCD

The maximum ratings of ZCD pin current is 3 mA. So, RZCD is selected with 3 mA and under.
RZCD is obtained by Equation (5).
RZCD [Ω] = Vo ×

Naux
/ IZCD
Np

(5)

The following are substituted for ZCD pin current in the Design tool.
RZCD : IZCD = 1 mA, RZCD_min : IZCD = 3 mA
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Current Calculation for Power MOSFET and Boost Diode

Peak current flowing on a Power MOSFET or a boost diode is expressed in the Equation (6).
A conduction loss  input around 0.9.
Ipk [A] =

4.7

√2 × Po
η × VACLow

(6)

Over Current Detection Resistor Rcs

Rcs value is obtained by Equation (7). Rcs should be selected larger value than calculated that. Rcs will be a very small
resistor (ex: 10 m), so please take care pattern impedance. And it is suggested that a CR filter around 300 kHz is put
on the OCP pin to avoid a switching noise.
Rcs [Ω] =

0.3 V
ILIMIT

(7)

ILIMIT [A]: Over current sense value

Rfilter
OCP
Cfilter

4.8

Rcs

RAMP Pin Capacitor

The maximum on time ton max is expressed in the Equation (8). A conduction loss  input around 0.9.
tonmax [s] =

L × Vo × Iomax
VACLow2 × η

(8)

COMP pin maximum voltage is Vclamp-comp. So, RAMP pin capacitor CRAMP is obtained by Equation (9). A conduction
loss  input around 0.9.
CRAMP [F] =

Ic-ramp1 × tonmax
Ic-ramp1 × L × Vo × Iomax
=
Vclamp-comp – 0.9 V (Vclamp-comp – 0.9 V) × VACLow2 × η

(9)

The following are substituted for CRAMP setting in the Design tool.
Ic-ramp1 = 55 A, Vclamp-comp = 4.2 V
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Soft Start Time

Soft start function can be set a PFC output voltage rising sloop by increasing of the reference voltage Vfb gradually. SS
pin capacitor Css is obtained by Equation (10).
Css [F] =

Vo
× IC-SS
VOUT-SLOPE × VSS-END

(10)

VOUT-SLOPE [V/s]: Rising slope of PFC output
IC-SS [A]: Soft start charge current
VSS-END [V]: SS effect END voltage

The following is substituted for Soft start setting in the Design tool.
IC-SS = 14 A, VSS-END = 3.6 V

4.10

ON/OFF Timer Setting

Note: Timing Chart is in "3.6.8 TM Function's Advanced Setting".
TM function must not operate except the boost diode is shorted case.
Therefore, it is necessary not to be operate at Start-up, AC Line-drop and Transient-response where OCP is detected.
Especially start-up is a long OCP detection period. Therefore, the TM function should not operate at start-up time. The
value is 2.2 F to TM capacitor (Ctm) of the recommendation that doesn't cause the TM operation at the start-up. In
addition, preparation of the PCB pattern of the TM pin resistor (Rtm) for duty adjustment is recommended.

VREF
Cref
TM

Rtm
- No mount
- PCB pattern only
Ctm

Calculation example of TM operation:
TTM_HOLD =

Hys_tm × Ctm 2.2 V × 2.2 μF
=
= 107.55 ms typ
45 μA
| Isrc_tm |

TTM_STOP =

Hys_tm × Ctm 2.2 V × 2.2 μF
=
= 968 ms typ
| Isnk_tm2 |
5 μA

TTM_PERIOD = TTM_HOLD + TTM_STOP = 1.0755 s typ
TMON duty =

TTM_HOLD
× 100 = 10.0% typ
TTM_PERIOD
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Frequency Characteristics of Error Amp (gm Amp)

The error amplifier is a transconductance amplifier (following gm amplifier). It does not need negative feedback.
Therefore, it is possible to minimize influence on input circuit by a feedback circuit. Gain of gm amplifier is calculated
by product of transconductance and output impedance. It is obtained by Equation (11).
Gm-v is transconductance of the gm amplifier. Rvo is an output resistor of the gm amplifier itself.
Outline is shown in Figure 13. When each parameters change. Gain and phase characteristics by frequency is shown in
Figure 14.
GV = Gm–v ×

1
1
1
+
+ jωCeo1 +
Rvo Reo1

Gain

(11)

1

COMP

1
Reo2 +
jωCeo2

Ceo2
Ceo1

Reo1

Reo2

Reo1
larger
Reo2
larger
Ceo2
larger
Ceo1
lager

frequency

Figure 13 Outline of Gain Frequency Characteristics
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Figure 14 Frequency Characteristics of Error Amp
Please use the R2A20112A Design Tool for checking phase margin etc.
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Usage Note
Board Layout Pattern
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Figure 15 Design Points for Board Layout
(1) Please make sure PFC IC is located as apart from power stage (MOSFET, Diode, Inductor) as possible. Specially
please be careful to MOSFET drain line layout to avoid radiation noise.
(2) Since Vth of OCP is very low (0.3 V), take care about OCP line impedance and please make V1, V2 be as small
as possible (line would be shortened).
(3) Please place COMP/VREF external parts as close to the SGND pin as possible.
SGND and PGND should be connected in the shortest distance, it is best to connect under IC.
(4) Please place the filter for OCP-M, OCP-S, ZCD resistor and FB resistor as close to the IC as possible for avoiding
radiation noise.
(5) It is possible to reduce MOSFET drain overshoot by shortening the line between MOSFET drain and cathode of the
boost diode and output capacitor.
Other notes:
 If a clamp diode (SBD) is connected between OCP (or GD) and GND to reduce minus noise, the anode pin should
be connected to output capacitor’s GND point separately from IC GND. Because when the diode turns on, large
current flow to the GND line of anode.
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Remarks for World Wide AC Input

In case of W/W AC input, there is big difference between minimum and maximum AC input voltage, and it has big
influence for PFC control.
In design to W/W AC input, it is necessary to use a dynamic range of Error Amp output effectively.
In CRM constant On time control, a state where a certain constant load is assumed. Figure 16 shows the relation
between necessary On time and AC input voltage. The necessary On time is decreased according to the rise of AC input
voltage. It means that COMP pin voltage is also decreased when AC input voltage is increasing. Because of this, the
ratio of change of necessary On time to the Error Amp voltage change becomes large, and the gain of PFC becomes
also large. When the gain becomes high, PFC is easy to get influence of PFC output ripple current and voltage, and PF
becomes worse. To reduce this effect, it is necessary to use wide dynamic range of the Error Amp.
Specifically, RAMP capacitor value* is fitted so that COMP voltage becomes 4.3 V typ. of clamp voltage, at minimum
AC input and maximum output power.
Note: * In Design tool, RAMP capacitor value is calculated to proper value automatically. Our proposal value is 0 to
10% larger than calculated value in Design tool. If its value is too large, characteristics get worse. On the
other hand, if it is too small, maximum output power is decreased.

Input AC Voltage vs. Necessary On Time

*Necessary On Time [%]

120
* On time is shown 100% at 85 V AC input
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Figure 16
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Website and Support
Renesas Electronics Website
http://www.renesas.com/
Inquiries
http://www.renesas.com/inquiry
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Renesas Electronics does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties by or arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or
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depends on the product's quality grade, as indicated below. You must check the quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product before using it in a particular application. You may not use any Renesas
Electronics product for any application categorized as "Specific" without the prior written consent of Renesas Electronics. Further, you may not use any Renesas Electronics product for any application for
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implantations, or healthcare intervention (e.g. excision, etc.), and any other applications or purposes that pose a direct threat to human life.
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You should use the Renesas Electronics products described in this document within the range specified by Renesas Electronics, especially with respect to the maximum rating, operating supply voltage
range, movement power voltage range, heat radiation characteristics, installation and other product characteristics. Renesas Electronics shall have no liability for malfunctions or damages arising out of the
use of Renesas Electronics products beyond such specified ranges.
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Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and
malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. Please be sure to implement safety measures to guard them against the
possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to
redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult,
please evaluate the safety of the final products or system manufactured by you.

10. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product. Please use Renesas Electronics
products in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive. Renesas Electronics assumes
no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.
11. This document may not be reproduced or duplicated, in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.
12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Renesas Electronics products, or if you have any other inquiries.
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